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Goals

• Our goal is a program that will not abort, seg fault, etc.

• All errors should be identified and handled.

• Program shutdown must always be graceful:

– all resources properly released, and
– users can not forget to release resources, so
– resource cleanup should not rely on user written actions.

Idiomatic C++ does this through controlling resources through object lifetimes,
RAII.

Skip this if we’re already on the same page. . .

RAII = Resource Acquisition Is Initialization

Any “resource” (roughly, anything that must be initialized and then cleaned up,
e.g. memory) should be:

• initialized in the constructor of an object

• cleaned up in the destructor of the object

Resource management then becomes object lifetime management.

Related to this: almost never use bare pointers. Never use a bare pointer to
return a newly-created object, or to transfer ownership of an object.

There is ample C++ “best practice” literature on this.

What usage might look like

We imagine the creation of a file object that controls an H5File resource:
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// Create (or truncate) the filesystem file
// "pathname.hdf5".
ns::File myfile("pathname.hdf5", H5F_ACC_TRUNC);
// When the object myfile is destroyed, the file
// will be closed. The object was created on the stack,
// and so will be destroyed when the scope in
// which it was created is exited.

The user does not have to explicitly close the file, even if the object is destroyed
during the stack unwind resulting from an exception throw in user code.

Why do we throw exceptions:

We throw an exception when:

1. We have encountered a problem, and
2. we do not have enough information to deal with the problem at the site

where we encountered it.

The exception should carry enough information (by virtual of both its type and its
state) to allow code somewhere higher in the call stack to deal with the situation.
Library code never calls exit() or abort() or std::terminate().

At the lowest scope where we know how to deal with the exception, we handle it.

Sometimes, this is at the main program, where all we might be able to do is
print an error message.

What in the HDF C library makes this hard

Example situation

Suppose we have created a file, and created a dataset in that file, and have been
happily writing to the dataset. But then there is a problem on the filesystem,
and a dataset write fails.

We don’t want to be handling error codes throughout, so we want to throw an
exception that indicates the failure mode.

Ideally, the C++ class that represents the dataset would throw an exception in
the write function, so that the user does not have to write the error detection
and handling.

Wrapping HDF5 C library code

The HDF5 C library presents allows a user entry point into the error handling
system. This would seem the right place to deal with this.
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Thick wrapper: if we write a full interface, which means the user will never call
an HDF5 C library interface directly, then we could ignore the C error handling
and deal with all errors explicitly in the thick wrapper.

None of us have tried to do this.

Thin wrapper: we expect the user to be able to call C API as needed. When a
C API call fails, it can call a user-written callback. The rule is that the callback
must return to its caller. However, this is the place it would seem natural to
throw an exception.

Concrete example

Example: setting a property on a property list, by passing the hid_t with some
property list class to the API that sets it. If an error results, we want to throw
an exception.

We have done this by having an external wrapper ErrorController, which has
a call function that invokes the relevant C API and throws an exception based
on a negative return value. But this loses some information about the failure
that would be accessible to a user callback function. We want to capture all this
information.

Problem with the callback interface

The callback function is required to return (not throw); we understand this to be
because the HDF5 system guarantees an environment to the callback function
that must be cleaned up after the callback returns.

One solution would be to make the error handling use RAII, at least if one is
building HDF5 with C++ support.

A second solution is to provide a supplemental C interface, allowing the user
to register a callback that accepts a function it guarantees will be called, and
which function will do whatever cleanup of environment is needed.

Benefit of the second solution

This would allow us to be rid of the external error handling system we have in
ErrorController::call. Instead, the user would at one place configure the
ErrorController, and may tell it to throw exceptions on C API failures. The
ErrorController will register a callback at configuration time.

The user then calls C API functions as normal. The user does not need to be
passing callbacks.
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When the C API encounters an error, it will invoke the resistered callback. This
callback may throw an exception, but promises to call the function provided to
it by the C API first.

When the C API encounters an error, the ErrorController will invoke the
callback it has registered. This may throw an exception, which can carry useful
information. Before the exception is thrown, the callback will call the promised
C API function to clean up the environment.

Pseudocode for a suitable error handling function.

[[noreturn]]
extern "C" void
throwingHandler(hid_t error_stack,

cleanup_func_t func,
void * data [[maybe_unused]])

{
// Create a sentry to ensure that func gets called when we leave.
func_caller_sentry(func);

// Extract information from the error stack as appropriate ...
std::string error_type(...);
std::string error_description(...);

// Throw a suitable exception with the extracted
// information. func_caller_sentry will ensure that func() is called
// as the stack is unwound as part of the exception throw.
throw Exception(error_type, error_description);

}
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